Abstract-Machine vision is a key technology used in an intelligent transportation system (ITS) to augment human drivers' visual capabilities. For the in-car applications, additional motion components are usually induced by disturbances such as the bumpy ride of the vehicle or the steering effect, and they will affect the image interpretation processes that is required by the motion field (motion vector) detection in the image. In this paper, a novel robust in-car digital image stabilization (DIS) technique is proposed to stably remove the unwanted shaking phenomena in the image sequences captured by in-car video cameras without the influence caused by moving object (front vehicles) in the image or intentional motion of the car, etc. In the motion estimation process, the representative point matching (RPM) module combined with the inverse triangle method is used to determine and extract reliable motion vectors in plain images that lack features or contain a large low-contrast area to increase the robustness in different imaging conditions, since most of the images captured by in-car video cameras include large low-contrast sky areas. An adaptive background evaluation model is developed to deal with irregular images that contain large moving objects (front vehicles) or a low-contrast area above the skyline. In the motion compensation processing, a compensating motion vector (CMV) estimation method with an inner feedbackloop integrator is proposed to stably remove the unwanted shaking phenomena in the images without losing the effective area of the images with a constant motion condition. The proposed DIS technique was applied to the on-road captured video sequences with various irregular conditions for performance demonstrations.
human drivers' visual capabilities. ITS research involves four major issues: increasing the capacity of highways, improving safety, reducing fuel consumption, and reducing pollution. ITS can use some intelligent control strategies, such as agent-based control concepts [22] , [23] , to manage the transportation and traffic problems. In machine vision aspect, it can be used to detect land markings, vehicles, pedestrians, road signs, traffic conditions, traffic incidents, and even driver drowsiness or to assist the driver to get more information and reduce driving accidents. These applications are almost included in the first two issues of ITS researches. Four typical applications that involve machine vision are: 1) cruise assistance; 2) urban driving assistance; 3) driver monitoring; and 4) traffic and road monitoring. From the site of image acquisition, it can be divided into in-car or off-car applications. The former three items belong to in-car applications, and the common concern in most applications is reliability. The reliability is related to the imageacquisition process and image interpretation process, i.e., the contrast and the resolution of the images, the stability of the image sequence, and the reliability of image interpretation, etc. The better image-acquisition process will increase the feasibility and reliability of the process and analysis afterward. The increase in the contrast and the resolution of images are pure hardware issues. It has been designed by a wide-dynamic-range approach to improve the success rate of lane detection under high-intensity contrast [1] . Most image interpretation processes need to detect the motion field (motion vector) in the image. In an ideal environment, the motion field is easy to interpret. However, practical motion fields deviate from the simple description. Additional motion components are induced by disturbances like the bumpy ride of the vehicle or the steering effect. To enable the efficient image interpretation process, these disturbances have to be compensated in advance. In this paper, a method to acquire the stable image sequence by in-car cameras which can be used for driver assistance or subsequent processes is proposed.
Digital image sequences acquired by in-car video cameras are usually affected by undesired motions produced by a bumpy ride or by steering. The unwanted positional fluctuations of the image sequence will affect the visual quality and impede the subsequent processes for various applications. Although undesired motions are usually irregular and uneven compared to intentional global motions such as car movement or camera panning, the challenge of image stabilization systems is how to compensate the unwanted shaking of the camera without the influence caused by the moving object in the image or the intentional motion of the car.
The image stabilization systems can be classified into three major types: the electronic, the optical, and the digital stabilizers. The electronic image stabilizer (EIS) stabilizes the image sequence by employing motion sensors to detect the camera movement for compensation. The optical image stabilizer (OIS) employs a prism assembly that moves opposite the shaking of camera for stabilization [2] , [3] . Because both EIS and OIS are hardware dependent, the applications are restricted to device built-in online processes. Digital image stabilization (DIS) is the process of removing the undesired motion effects to generate a compensated image sequence by using digital image processing techniques without any mechanical devices such as gyro sensors or a fluid prism [4] . The major advantages of DIS are: 1) machine independence and 2) suitability for miniature hardware implementation (since the mechanical device is not required for compensation) [5] .
The DIS system is generally composed of two processing units: the motion estimation unit and the motion compensation unit. The purpose of the motion estimation unit is to estimate the reliable global camera movement through three processing steps on the acquired image sequence: 1) evaluation of local motion vectors (LMVs); 2) detection of unreliable motion vector components; and 3) determination of the global motion vector (GMV). Following the motion estimation, the motion compensation unit generates the compensating motion vector (CMV) and shifts the current picking window according to the CMV to obtain a smoother image sequence. Fig. 1 shows the motion compensation schematics. The window of frame(t − 1) is the previous compensated image. The compensating motion vector v is generated by the DIS according to the GMV between two consecutive images. The window of frame(t) is the picking window according to the compensating motion vector v to minimize the shaking effect.
Various algorithms had been developed to estimate the LMVs in DIS applications such as representative point matching (RPM) [5] , [6] , edge pattern matching (EPM) [7] , [8] , bit-plane matching (BPM) [4] , [9] , and others [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . It had also been demonstrated that the DIS can reduce the bit rate for video communication [15] . The major objective of these algorithms is to reduce the computational complexity, in comparison with a full-search block-matching method, without losing too much accuracy. In general, the RPM can greatly reduce the complexity of computation in comparison with the other methods. However, it is sensitive to irregular conditions such as moving objects and intentional panning, etc. [9] . Therefore, the reliability evaluation is necessary to screen the undesired motion vectors for the RPM method. In [6] , a fuzzy-logic-based approach was proposed to discriminate the reliable motion vector from the LMVs. This method produced two discriminating signals based on some image information such as contrast, moving object, and scene changing to determine the GMV. However, these two signals cannot widely cover various irregular conditions such as the lack of features or containing large moving objects in the images, and it is also hard to determine an optimum threshold for discrimination in various conditions. Some researchers estimate LMV using feature-based techniques that track a small number of image features (points, lines, and contours or certain objects, etc.) to evaluate the motion vector. This makes it efficient and available for real-time implementation. But the difficulty is that, especially for outdoor applications, it cannot stably and accurately find available features in the image [16] . Based on the optical flow technique, a fundamental approach in computer vision, many methods have been proposed in the literature to solve different types of problems. The estimation of optical flow is based on the assumption that the intensity of the object (or specified pixel) in the image sequence is constant. The difficulty is that most consumer video camcorders have an autoshutter function to adjust average intensity dynamically such that maintaining constant intensity of the object becomes impossible in real applications. In this paper, a reliable LMV extraction method is proposed to determine the GMVs for practical applications.
In the motion compensation of DIS, accumulated motion vector estimation [7] and frame position smoothing (FPS) [17] [18] [19] are the two most popular approaches. The accumulated motion vector estimation needs to compromise stabilization and intentional panning (constant motion) preservation since the panning condition causes a steady-state lag in the motion trajectory [17] . The FPS accomplished the smooth reconstruction of an actual long-term camera motion by filtering out jitter components based on the concept of designing the filter with an appropriated cutoff frequency. The disadvantage of FPS is that it does not guarantee the availability of the determined CMV when the specified bound is restricted for preserving the effective image area in the DIS applications.
In this paper, a novel robust in-car DIS technique is proposed. The minimum projection and inverse triangle method are employed to estimate the reliability of the motion vector and the coarse skyline. Then an adaptive background evaluation model for deriving GMV is developed to deal with irregular images that contain large moving objects or low-contrast area above the skyline. The accumulated motion vector estimation combined with an integrator in the inner feedback loop is also applied to remove the shaking effect without losing the effective area of the images with constant motion. Video sequences with various irregular conditions, such as the lack of features, large low-contrast area, moving objects, or repeated patterns, etc., were used for testing, and the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can perform very well in such conditions. A smoothness index (SI) is also proposed in this paper to quantitatively evaluate the performances of different image stabilization methods. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system architecture of the DIS and the proposed motion estimation method. Section III proposes a motion compensation method and quantitative evaluation. Section IV presents the experimental results for demonstrations. Section V gives conclusions of this paper.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF THE DIS AND MOTION ESTIMATION
The system architecture of the proposed DIS technique is shown in Fig. 2 , which includes two processing units: the motion estimation unit and the motion compensation unit. The motion estimation unit consists of three estimators: the LMVs, the refined motion vector (RMV), and the GMV estimators. The motion compensation unit consists of the CMV estimation and image compensation. The two incoming consecutive images frame(t − 1) and frame(t) will be first divided into four regions as shown in Fig. 3 . An LMV will be derived in each region by the RPM algorithm [5] , [6] . The motion estimation unit also contains a reliability detection function that will generate an ill-conditioned motion vector for the irregular image conditions such as the lack of features or containing a large low-contrast area, etc. The GMV estimation determines a GMV among LMVs, the RMV, and other preselected motion vectors through the adaptive background-based evaluation function. Finally, the CMV is generated according to the resultant GMV, and the image sequences will be compensated based on the CMV in the motion compensation unit. The rest of this section will focus on the details of the motion estimation unit of the proposed DIS technique. The details of the proposed motion compensation unit will be presented in Section III.
A. Motion Estimation
The motion estimation unit shown in Fig. 2 contains the LMV, RMV, and GMV estimators. As shown in Fig. 4 , LMV and RMV estimation are to generate the LMVs and RMVs for GMV estimation. The LMVs can be obtained from the correlation between two consecutive images by the RPM algorithm. The RMV can be obtained from LMVs by evaluating the corresponding confidence indices through the irregular condition detection and the proposed RMV generation algorithm.
1) RPM and Local Motion Estimation:
It has been demonstrated that a local approach using a regional matching process is more robust and stable than a direct global matching process [20] . That means using the LMVs estimated by the divided regions to determine the GMV is more robust and stable than a direct approach. There is also a tradeoff for the size of divided region. Reducing the size of the divided region increases the robustness, but the size of the divided region should be sufficiently large to hold the average distribution [20] . If we want to divide the image such that the horizontal and vertical components have the same partitions, it should be divided into n 2 regions. More divided regions will increase the computational cost to estimate the LMV for each region. Therefore, we only divide the image into four regions as shown in Fig. 3 for the RPM method, and it can cover various situations in the in-car DIS applications by combining the proposed inverse triangle method and the adaptive background evaluation model.
Each region is further divided into 30 subregions (with each side of 5 rows × 6 columns), and the central pixel of each subregion is selected as the representative point to represent the pattern of this subregion. This layout is based on the size of images captured by the regular imaging devices such as 640 × 480 or 320 × 240. In order to make the representative points equally distributed in spatial, the ratio of row and column should be maintained by as close to 0.75 as possible. Fig. 5 shows the experimental result of calculating the cost level [that is an index of reliability defined in (8)] by using different number of representative points. The higher cost level indicates the lower reliability, and the threshold is set as 18 according to our experimental results. It is the averaged testing result for four experimental video sequences VS#1-4 used in Section IV. It can be found that if the number of the representative points is larger than 30, the cost level will go down to the threshold and almost all the motion vectors calculated by the RPM method are reliable. In other words, in this case, the cost level will be good enough as the lower cost level indicates high reliability. In order to keep low computation time complexity, 30 representative points are used in our system.
Then the correlation calculation of RPM with respect to representative point (X r , Y r ) is performed as where N is the number of representative points in one region, I(t − 1, X r , Y r ) is the intensity of the representative point (X r , Y r ) at frame(t − 1), and R i (p, q) is the correlation measure for a shift (p, q) between the representative points in region i at frame(t − 1) and the relative shifting points at frame(t). Assuming R iMin is the minimum correlation value in region i, i.e., R iMin = Min p,q (R i (p, q)), the shift vector v i that produces the minimum correlation value for region i represents the LMV of this region, i.e.,
2) Irregular Condition Detection: Analyzing the curves of correlation values corresponding to image sequences with various conditions, it is found that the curve of correlation values is related to the reliability of motion detection. Figs. 6 and 7 show the various correlation curves corresponding to different sample image sequences with different conditions. Fig. 6(a) shows a normal condition that the peak is obvious in each region. In Fig. 6(b) , the curve looks like a valley; it means only one dimension of correlation data (x direction) is reliable, and it lacks for feature of y (horizontal) direction. Fig. 6(c) shows an example with repeated patterns, which is a brick wall with a fence in the bottom area, and it causes multiple peaks in the correlation curves, especially within region 1 due to pure bricks repeated in this area. Fig. 7 (a) represents moving-object conditions. A motorcycle moves from the right side to the left in the image sequence. It causes double peaks within region 1 of the curve, and the value of R iMin is larger than those areas without the moving object such as region 3. The example shown in Fig. 7(b) contains a large low-contrast area on the top right corner of the image. We can find that it is harder to distinguish the peak within region 1 from the correlation curve.
Although the curve of correlation values is related to the reliability of motion detection, it is still too complex to directly use these curves to evaluate the reliability of motion detection. In this paper, we propose a strategy that combines the minimum projections of the correlation curve in the x and y directions (minimum projections) and the inverse triangle method to detect the irregular conditions from each region. The mathematical expression of minimum projections can be written as
where x i min(p) and y i min(p) are the minimum projections of correlation curve in the x and y directions in region i, respectively. Fig. 8 shows examples of minimum projections of the correlation curve in the x and y directions from the regular and the ill-conditioned image sequences. Fig. 8(a) is the minimum projection of Fig. 6 (a) that is regular, and the determination of motion vector in each region is clear and consistent. Fig. 8(b) is the minimum projection of Fig. 6 (b) that lacks for the feature in the y direction (horizontal). The values of minimum projection of the correlation curve in the y direction are within a small range and erratic with multiple peaks such that the determination of the minimum value is very hard. In order to determine the reliability of the motion vector easily, the feature extraction of reliability is performed by the proposed inverse triangle method through the minimum projections in the x and y directions to obtain the reliability indices. Fig. 9 shows the illustration of the inverse triangle method. In the first step, we find T i min that represents the global minimum of the minimum projection curve in region i and can be calculated by (4) . In the second step, we calculate S xi and S yi by (4), where offset is the altitude of the inverse triangle, n xi and n yi are defined as the numbers of S xi and S yi , respectively [see (6) ], d xi and d yi are defined as the distances of two vertexes of the base of inverse triangle obtained by (7) . The cost level of the x and y directions are calculated by (8) . The higher cost level means a lower confidence level. Since the condition of multiple peaks seriously degrades and affects the determination of reliability, the penalty of multiple peaks is taken into account by (8) to improve the discrimination of reliability. The example shown in Fig. 9 is a curve with twin peaks which will get the penalty of d xi − n xi . In the third step, we determine the confidence indices of x i and y i in region i through a threshold denoted as TH. The lower cost level represents the higher reliability. In the final step, summing up the counts of reliable motion components of x and y in four regions as (10), we get Num(x i ) and Num(y i ), i= 1 − 4.
Step 1: Find global minimum T i min from x i min(p) or y i min(q) Step 2: Calculate the cost level, x i cost and y i cost
Step Num(x i ) = sum of(x i is reliable) Num(y i ) = sum of(y i is reliable) (10)
3) Generation of RMV From Ill Condition: Irregular motion vectors can be detected and excluded by using minimum projection and the inverse triangle method; however, an image sequence with an ill condition such as lack of feature, large low-contrast area, moving object, or repeated pattern, may contain fewer available motion vectors (most of the motion vectors are irregular) in four regions. Therefore, recombination of these available components of regular motion vectors is necessary to form an RMV. To solve this problem, a median function is used to extract a motion vector with respect to each direction for an ill condition. The calculation to determine the RMV is described as follows in detail Case 1: If Num(x i (t)) = 4 then
Case 4: If Num(x i (t)) = 1 then where Num(x i (t)) is the number of x component of reliable LMVs, V refined x (t) is the x component of RMV,
, and V d x (t) represent x components of reliable LMVs in a different region, respectively, Med is the function of median operation, GMV x (t − 1) is the x component of the one preceding the last GMV, t is frame number, and γ is attenuation coefficient, 0 < γ < 1. The GMV avgx (t) can be calculated by GMV avgx (t) = ζGMV avgx (t − 1)
Then we apply the similar process to obtain V refined y (t). The resultant RMV is represented by
B. GMV Estimation
The objective of GMV estimation is to determine a motion vector from existing data what we have evaluated from a motion estimation process. In a practical in-car video sequence, it always suffers from moving objects, repeated patterns, motion effects of cars, etc. The LMV in each region may represent GMV, moving-object motion vector, or even error vector, respectively. The error vector may be caused by the ill condition, repeated pattern, or the mixture of global and moving-object motion. Although the reliable GMV is essentially selected from LMVs and RMV, however, in the worst case, when the LMVs and RMV are all fault, it will induce a worse result after compensation compared with the original images. Therefore, if the evaluation includes the zero motion vector (ZMV), it can prevent the occurrence of this case. Similarly, for an image sequence with constant motion in the scene, it will induce a worse result if it is compensated by ZMV or the error motion vector rather than by the average motion vector (AMV). In the proposed DIS technique, the seven motion vectors including four LMVs, the RMV, the ZMV, and the AMV, referred as preselected motion vectors (pre MV), are employed to estimate the GMV of the current frame. In general, one of the LMVs is the highly probable GMV for the regular image; the RMV is the highly probable GMV for the illconditioned image; the ZMV can prevent a worse compensation result caused by the unreliable MVs; and the AMV is useful for constant motion of the car. In addition, if the image sequence contains a large moving object, the determination of global motion is troublesome because the determined motion vector probably switches between the background and large moving object or is totally dominated by the large moving object. In this case, it will lead to artificial shaking and cause a major challenge in DIS.
1) Skyline Detection:
To improve the robustness of the GMV estimation, the adaptive background-based evaluation function is proposed to overcome this problem. First, skyline detection will be performed. Then, five regions based on the estimated skyline are selected to evaluate the result. These regions (X i , Y j ) are located on the surroundings of the image under the skyline. In most outdoor applications based on in-car cameras, the pixels of the area above the skyline are low contrast. The skyline detection can prevent the invalid result due to some of the five regions located on the low-contrast area. Selecting the regions surrounding the boundary of the image to evaluate the obtained motion vector can avoid the disturbance of movingobject effects for GMV estimation. Fig. 10 shows the adopted areas for the adaptive background-based evaluation according to detecting skyline. The proposed skyline detection combines RPM correlation evaluation, minimum projection, and an inverse triangle method. First, we calculate the absolute differences between the representative point at frame(t − 1), and the corresponding neighborhood pixels in the same subregion at frame(t) by (13) that is regarded as intermedium of (1) will yield
where (i, j) denotes the position of one subregion with respect to the row and column as shown in Fig. 11 , and there are 120 subregions (10 rows × 12 columns in this paper),
is the coordinate of the representative point in the (i, j) Fig. 11 . Skyline detection algorithm is to combine RPM correlation evaluation, minimum projection, and the inverse triangle method.
subregion,
is the intensity of the representative point (X i , Y j ) at frame(t − 1), and (p, q) is a shifting vector within the subregion. Then we can derive the correlation curve for detecting the skyline by calculating
where M is the total number of subregions in the horizontal axis (M = 12), l represents the lth row of the subregions. Initially, l = 1 and the minimum projection and inverse triangle method presented in (4)- (8) are applied to C l (p, q) to get the confidence index in the horizontal direction. The cost level is relatively high when the corresponding area is a low-contrast area such as the sky. If the level is lower than the presetting threshold then we stop the evaluation process, and the horizontal position of the representative points of the subregions located in the last row of C l (p, q) is defined as the coarse skyline. Otherwise, we set l = l + 1 and continue the evaluation of C l (p, q) till the level is lower than the presetting threshold. Fig. 12 shows the results of skyline detection in the video sequence taken from a highway. The coarse skyline is used to adaptively layout the backgroundbased evaluation blocks located on the higher contrast area. It improves the robustness of GMV estimation in the in-car image stabilization applications.
2) Peer-to-Peer Evaluation:
The estimation of the GMV is calculated by the summation of absolute difference (SAD) 
Five-region peer-to-peer evaluation can prevent the situation that some partial high-contrast image regions dominate the evaluation result. In this algorithm, each region has an equal priority to determine the result. In (17) , S c is the index to determine the GMV. The pre MV c with the smallest S c is the desired GMV, and it can be expressed as
According to these sophisticated evaluation areas, the evaluation function can detect attributed background motion vector precisely in most circumstances.
III. MOTION COMPENSATION AND EVALUATION

A. CMV Estimation
The first step of motion compensation is to generate the CMVs for removing the undesired shaking motion and still keeping the steady motion in the image sequence. The conventional CMV estimation was given by [7] , and will yield
where t represents the frame number. The increase in k causes the decrease in unwanted shaking effect but increase in the value of CMV, which means the effective area of images is reduced if we want to maintain the consistent image size for the whole image sequence. To illustrate this phenomenon, the motion trajectories can be calculated to analyze the problem. The motion trajectories can be obtained by
where MTraj o (t) and MTraj c (t) are the original and the compensated motion trajectories of the image sequence at frame(t). Fig. 13 shows the performance comparison of three different CMV generation methods applied to a video sequence with constant motion and jitter in the image. There are two trajectories in each subfigure; one is the original trajectory calculated by (20) , and the other one is the compensated trajectory calculated by (21) . The CMVs in Fig. 13(a) are generated by the conventional method shown in (19) . Obviously, MTraj c (t) has tremendous lag compared to MTraj o (t) due to the constant motion effect. The CMV probably exceeds the window shifting allowance such that the available effective image area during the compensation process is reduced. The CMVs in Fig. 13(b) are generated by (19) a with clipper function as
where l is boundary limitation, i.e., the maximum window shift allowance. In this case, the lag can be reduced to a certain range. However, it will also decrease the performance of shaking compensation due to the picking window operating near the boundary area. In order to deal with the above problem, Vella et al. used the passive method of ceasing for correction in this condition [10] . That implied that the undesired shaking effect cannot be eliminated in the constant motion condition. To overcome this drawback, we combine the inner feedback-loop integrator with a clipper function to reduce the steady-state lag for steady motion as well as to keep the CMV to operate in the appropriate range. Fig. 14 shows the block diagram of the proposed CMV generation method. There is an integrator in the inner feedback loop, which can eliminate the steady-state lag of the CMV in the constant motion condition. That means, by employing the integrator, shaking components of the images with constant motion effect as well as those in regular images can be stabilized. It is noted that the CMV computation procedure is applied to x and y components separately. That is, parameters corresponding to x and y directions can be set as different values. In general, the constant-motion condition usually occurs in horizontal direction such that the shaking patterns are different in both directions. The proposed CMV computation procedure is presented by
where
The symbol • denotes array multiplication, and clipper( ) is defined in (22) . 
B. Quantitative Evaluation
The shaking effect of images can be evaluated by the summation of absolute differences of momentums within every two consecutive frames. The mass of an image can be set as a constant such as one for simplicity or a value from zero to one according to the degree of shaking in the images measured by human visual perception. The SI is proposed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of different DIS algorithms, and it is defined as
where t is the frame number, N is the number of total frames, m is the mass of the image, and ∆m(t) is the rate of change of the absolute value of momentum. The lower SI means less shaking components in the image sequence, and it represents the effect of better smoothness.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed DIS technique is evaluated and compared to other existing DIS methods based on the performance indices of motion estimation and motion smoothing, respectively. To do this, four real video sequences captured by an in-car camera with various irregular conditions are used for testing. Each video sequence has resolution of 640 × 480. The VS#1 is a video of a door gate taken with constant camera motion and jitter.It lacks for features in the horizontal direction. The VS#2 is a video taken of a community road with bumpy conditions. The VS#3 is a video of highway taken with jitter. The VS#4 is a video taken of a parking lot when the car is turning. The motion estimation performance is 
where (x dn , y dn ) is the desired motion vector and (x n , y n ) is the motion vector generated from the evaluated DIS algorithms. The proposed method is compared to a RPM approach with fuzzy set theory (RPM FUZZY) [6] . The motion estimation results of these two methods are summarized in Table I . The VS#1 lacks for feature in horizontal direction such that only one component of motion vector is reliable [see Fig. 6(b) ]. The proposed method applies the minimum projection approach and inverse triangle method to detect the irregular components of LMVs and then recombines available motion vectors to form an RMV. This approach can sufficiently use the existing information to estimate the GMV. The testing result with respect to VS#1 shows that the RMSE reduces from 5.8348 to 2.5269 by using our method since the RPM FUZZY did not consider the condition of lack of feature. The results with respect to VS#2-4 also show that RMSEs of our method are superior to RPM FUZZY since the resultant GMV through the adaptive background-based evaluation can avoid the influence of large moving objects and the irregular components of motion vectors are also considered.
The motion smoothing performance is evaluated by the SI proposed in Section III. Fig. 13(c) shows the original motion trajectory versus the compensated motion trajectory generated by the proposed method. Compared with Fig. 13(a) and (b) , the proposed method can reduce the steady-state lag of the compensated motion trajectory in constant motion condition and keep the CMVs in an appropriate range. Table II shows the SI comparisons of three CMV generation methods presented in We also evaluate the CMV generation methods by four GMV sets generated from real video sequences (GMV sets #1-4). Table III . The k is set as the same value for both horizontal and vertical directions means they have the same shaking absorption effects. The parameter β is the inner feedback-loop integral gain and it can determine the speed of the steady-state lag elimination during constant motion. The gain should not be too high to avoid resonance. In the in-car DIS applications, the constant motion is more frequently occurred in horizontal direction than in vertical direction. Therefore, we set a higher gain for β in the horizontal direction to get a better visual quality. In each subfigure, the dotted line, solid line, and dashed line indicate the original trajectory and compensated CMV trajectories by (23) and (19) with clipper, respectively. The GMV sets #1 and #2 [ Fig. 15(a) and (b) ] are estimated from video sequences with constant motion in images. The GMV set #3 [ Fig. 15(c) ] is estimated from VS#3. The GMV set #4 [ Fig. 15(d) ] is estimated from VS#4. According to the results, the compensated horizontal motion trajectories of GMV set #1, set #2 and set #4, which have more constant motion in images, generated by the proposed CMV generation method are closer to the original horizontal motion trajectories compare to the others. It means that the proposed method can reduce the steady-state lag and provides more space to absorb the shaking effect of image sequences without violating the physical range limitation. The GMV set #3 is estimated from the video captured in the highway. The result of the method with integrator has slightly overshooting phenomenon compared to the method without integrator. This is the intrinsic property of adding integrator in the process loop. But it is a good tradeoff since it can greatly reduce the steady-state lag of motion trajectory. Table IV shows the SI comparisons corresponding to Fig. 15 . The original SIs can be regarded as SI of the original sequences with constant motion and undesired shaking components. In general, the proposed CMV generation method has better motion smoothing performance than the approach without integrator on the compensation of most real video sequences with constant motion. The experimental results show that the proposed method can deal with various circumstances and has better performance in quantitative evaluations (such as RMSE and SI), and human visual evaluation. Some original and compensated video sequences for visual assessment are available online at our web pages [21] .
V. CONCLUSION
How to derive reliable GMVs from the video sequence captured by in-car video cameras and how to derive appropriate CMVs to smoothen the shaking effect without reducing the effective image area are two challenges for an in-car DIS system. In this paper, a robust in-car DIS technique is proposed to attack these two challenges. The adaptive background evaluation scheme based on the detected skyline can generate more reliable GMVs for image sequences with irregular conditions such as containing large low-contrast area (sky). For motion compensation process, the proposed CMV estimation method with an inner feedback-loop integrator can reduce the steady-state lags of motion trajectory without affecting the effective image size for image sequences with constant motion. According to the experimental results, the proposed technique demonstrates the remarkable performance in both quantitative and qualitative (human vision) evaluations compared to the existing approaches. It can be implemented as software and hardware solutions for both online and offline video stabilization applications.
